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NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the bestselling author of The Handmaid's Tale and The
Testamants—this final volume of the internationally celebrated MaddAddam trilogy "has brought
the previous two books together in a fitting and joyous conclusion that’s an epic not only of an
imagined future but of our own past" (The New York Times Book Review).The Waterless Flood
pandemic has wiped out most of the population. Toby is part of a small band of survivors, along
with the Children of Crake: the gentle, bioengineered quasi-human species who will inherit this
new earth.As Toby explains their origins to the curious Crakers, her tales cohere into a luminous
oral history that sets down humanity’s past—and points toward its future. Blending action,
humor, romance, and an imagination at once dazzlingly inventive and grounded in a
recognizable world, MaddAddam is vintage Atwood—a moving and dramatic conclusion to her
epic work of speculative fiction.

From Booklist*Starred Review* Ten years after Oryx & Crake (2003) rocked readers the world
over, Atwood brings her cunning, impish, and bracing speculative trilogy—following The Year of
the Flood (2009)—to a gritty, stirring, and resonant conclusion. In the wreckage of a maniacal
bioengineering empire, Toby, a can-do gal and a key member of the once thriving God’s
Gardeners, a peaceful green resistance group, reconnects with her great unrequited love, Zeb,
of the MaddAddamite bioterrorists. All tactical differences evaporate in the wake of the
apocalyptic pandemic as their small band of survivors fights off fiendishly violent Painballers and
marauding part-pig, part-human pigoons. The bioengineered Crakers—purring, kudzu-eating,
sexually rambunctious, story-demanding quasihumans—worship Jimmy, whom they call
Snowman. When he falls ill, Toby steps up. Her pseudoreligious attempts to explain life to the
Crakers are hilarious and poignant, compared to Zeb’s shocking and riveting stories about his
father, the malevolent head of the Church of PetrOleum, and what turned Zeb into MaddAddam.
Atwood is ascendant, from her resilient characters to the feverishly suspenseful plot involving
battles, spying, cyberhacking, murder, and sexual tension. Most resounding is Atwood’s vibrant
creation of a scientifically plausible, regenerating, and evolving world driven not simply by the
reproductive imperative but also by a cell-deep need for stories. The coruscating finale in an
ingenious, cautionary trilogy of hubris, fortitude, wisdom, love, and life’s grand obstinacy. HIGH-
DEMAND BACKSTORY: Atwood will tour the country and appear on major broadcast and social
media to exuberantly promote the extraordinary closing novel in her best-selling trilogy. --Donna
Seaman --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review"Atwood has brought the
previous two books together in a fitting and joyous conclusion that’s an epic not only of an
imagined future but of our own past, an exposition of how oral storytelling traditions led to written
ones and ultimately to our sense of origin ... Atwood's prose miraculously balances humor,



outrage and beauty. A simple description becomes both chilling and sublime ... In so much genre
fiction, language is sacrificed to plot and invention. It's a pleasure to read a futuristic novel
whose celebration of beauty extends to the words themselves." —The New York Times Book
Review"Thoughtful, sardonic, and full of touches that almost resemble a fairy tale, MaddAddam
will stick with you long after you've put it down. It's an apocalypse story about new life, and a
condemnation of humanity that ends, however uneasily, with a celebration of it." —
NPR"MaddAddam is sharp, witty and strong enough to stand alone ... Peppered with witty
neologisms, Atwood’s character-driven novel is terrific precisely because of close attention to
detail, to voice, to what’s in the hearts of these people: love, loss, the need to keep on keeping
on, no matter what ... [T]his novel sings." —Miami Herald"[S]ardonically funny ... [Atwood]
certainly has the tone exactly right, both for the linguistic hypocrisy that can disguise any kind of
catastrophe, and for the contemptuous dismissal of those who point to disaster ... MaddAddam
is at once a pre- and a post-apocalypse story." —The Wall Street Journal"[T]here is something
funny, even endearing, about such a dark and desperate view of a future — a ravaged world
emerging from alarmingly familiar trends — that is so jam-packed with the gifts of imagination,
invention, intelligence and joy. There may be some hope for us yet." —Minneapolis Star
Tribune"Margaret Atwood continues to flourish as she approaches her fifth decade of
publication ... A thrilling and enchanting — funny, sad, clever, audacious — tale of grumpy,
deflated, and perilous post-apocalyptic times, year 0.6." —The Vancouver Sun"[T]he
imaginative universe Atwood has created in these books is huge ... It's a dystopia, but it's still
fun ... Atwood doesn't just ask what if, she raises an eyebrow and says, See where we're going?
Yet she's not a pessimist: She's invented a future large enough to include, after the end of the
world, people falling in love." —Los Angeles Times"This unsentimental narrative exposes the
heart of human creativity as well as our self-destructive darkness ... MaddAddam is fueled with
edgy humor, sardonic twists, hilarious coincidences." —Boston Globe"The final entry in
Atwood’s brilliant MaddAddam trilogy roils with spectacular and furious satire ... Her vision is as
affirming as it is cautionary, and the conclusion of this remarkable trilogy leaves us not with a
sense of despair at mankind’s failings but with a sense of awe at humanity’s barely explored
potential to evolve." —Publishers Weekly, starred review"Ten years after Oryx & Crake rocked
readers the world over, Atwood brings her cunning, impish, and bracing speculative trilogy—
following The Year of the Flood—to a gritty, stirring, and resonant conclusion ... Atwood is
ascendant, from her resilient characters to the feverishly suspenseful plot involving battles,
spying, cyberhacking, murder, and sexual tension ... The coruscating finale in an ingenious,
cautionary trilogy of hubris, fortitude, wisdom, love, and life’s grand obstinacy." —
Booklist"[T]ense and exciting ... MaddAddam is an extraordinary achievement ... Atwood's body
of work will last precisely because she has told us about ourselves. It is not always a pretty
picture, but it is true for all that." —The Independent (UK)"[MaddAddam] deploys its author's
trademark cool, omniscient satire, but adds to that a real sense of engagement with a fallen
world. Atwood has created something reminiscent of Shakespeare's late comedies; her wit and



dark humour combine with a compassionate tenderness towards struggling human beings." —
The Independent (UK) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorMARGARET ATWOOD, whose work has been published in thirty-five countries, is the
author of more than forty books of fiction, poetry, and critical essays. In addition to The
Handmaid's Tale, her novels include Cat's Eye, short-listed for the Booker Prize; Alias Grace,
which won the Giller Prize in Canada and the Premio Mondello in Italy; The Blind Assassin,
winner of the 2000 Booker Prize; Oryx and Crake, short-listed for the 2003 Man Booker Prize;
and her most recent, The Year of the Flood. She is the recipient of the Los Angeles Times
Innovator's Award, and lives in Toronto with the writer Graeme Gibson. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.EggThe
Story of the Egg, and of Oryx and Crake, and how they made People and Animals; and of the
Chaos; and of Snowman-the-Jimmy; and of the Smelly Bone and the coming of the Two Bad
MenIn the beginning, you lived inside the Egg. That is where Crake made you.Yes, good, kind
Crake. Please stop singing or I can’t go on with the story.The Egg was big and round and white,
like half a bubble, and there were trees inside it with leaves and grass and berries. All the things
you like to eat.Yes, it rained inside the Egg.No, there was not any thunder.Because Crake did not
want any thunder inside the Egg.And all around the Egg was the chaos, with many, many people
who were not like you.Because they had an extra skin. That skin is called clothes. Yes, like
mine.And many of them were bad people who did cruel and hurtful things to one another, and
also to the animals. Such as . . . We don’t need to talk about those things right now.And Oryx
was very sad about that, because the animals were her Children. And Crake was sad because
Oryx was sad.And the chaos was everywhere outside the Egg. But inside the Egg there was no
chaos. It was peaceful there.And Oryx came every day to teach you. She taught you what to eat,
she taught you to make fire, she taught you about the animals, her Children. She taught you to
purr if a person is hurt. And Crake watched over you.Yes, good, kind Crake. Please stop singing.
You don’t have to sing every time. I’m sure Crake likes it, but he also likes this story and he wants
to hear the rest.Then one day Crake got rid of the chaos and the hurtful people, to make Oryx
happy, and to clear a safe place for you to live in.Yes, that did make things smell very bad for a
while.And then Crake went to his own place, up in the sky, and Oryx went with him.I don’t know
why they went. It must have been a good reason. And they left Snowman-the-Jimmy to take care
of you, and he brought you to the seashore. And on Fish Days you caught a fish for him, and he
ate it.I know you would never eat a fish, but Snowman-the-Jimmy is different.Because he has to
eat a fish or he would get very sick.Because that is the way he is made.Then one day Snowman-
the-Jimmy went to see Crake. And when he came back, there was a hurt on his foot. And you
purred on it, but it did not get better.And then the two bad men came. They were left over from
the chaos.I don’t know why Crake didn’t clear them away. Maybe they were hiding under a bush,
so he didn’t see them. But they’d caught Amanda, and they were doing cruel and hurtful things
to her.We don’t need to talk about those things right now.And Snowman-the-Jimmy tried to stop
them. And then I came, and Ren, and we caught the two bad men and tied them to a tree with a



rope. Then we sat around the fire and ate soup. Snowman-the-Jimmy ate the soup, and Ren,
and Amanda. Even the two bad men ate the soup.Yes, there was a bone in the soup. Yes, it was
a smelly bone.I know you do not eat a smelly bone. But many of the Children of Oryx like to eat
such bones. Bobkittens eat them, and rakunks, and pigoons, and liobams. They all eat smelly
bones. And bears eat them.I will tell you what a bear is later.We don’t need to talk any more
about smelly bones right now.And as they were all eating the soup, you came with your torches,
because you wanted to help Snowman-the-Jimmy, because of his hurt foot. And because you
could tell there were some women who were blue, so you wanted to mate with them.You didn’t
understand about the bad men, and about why they had a rope on them. It is not your fault they
ran away into the forest. Don’t cry.Yes, Crake must be very angry with the bad men. Perhaps he
will send some thunder.Yes, good, kind Crake.Please stop singing.RopeAbout the events of that
evening--the events that set human malice loose in the world again--Toby later made two stories.
The first story was the one she told out loud, to the Children of Crake; it had a happy outcome, or
as happy as she could manage. The second, for herself alone, was not so cheerful. It was partly
about her own idiocy, her failure to pay attention, but also it was about speed. Everything had
happened so quickly.She’d been tired, of course; she must have been suffering from an
adrenalin plunge. After all, she’d been going strong for two days with a lot of stress and not much
to eat.The day before, she and Ren had left the safety of the MaddAddam cobb-house enclave
that sheltered the few survivors from the global pandemic that had wiped out humanity. They’d
been tracking Ren’s best friend, Amanda, and they’d found her just in time because the two
Painballers who’d been using her had almost used her up. Toby was familiar with the ways of
such men: she’d been almost killed by one of them before she’d become a God’s Gardener.
Anyone who’d survived Painball more than once had been reduced to the reptilian brain. Sex
until you were worn to a fingernail was their mode; after that, you were dinner. They liked the
kidneys.Toby and Ren had crouched in the shrubbery while the Painballers argued over the
rakunk they were eating, and whether to attack the Crakers, and what to do next with Amanda.
Ren had been scared silly; Toby hoped she wouldn’t faint, but she couldn’t worry about that
because she was nerving herself to fire. Which to shoot first, the bearded one or the shorthair?
Would the other have time to grab their spraygun? Amanda wouldn’t be able to help, or even run:
they had a rope around her neck, with the other end tied to the leg of the bearded one. A wrong
move by Toby, and Amanda would be dead.Then a strange man had shambled out of the
bushes, sunburnt and scabby and naked and clutching a spraygun, and had almost shot
everyone in sight, Amanda included. But Ren had screamed and run into the clearing, and that
had been enough of a distraction. Toby had stepped out, rifle aimed; Amanda had torn free; and
the Painballers had been subdued with the aid of some groin kicks and a rock, and tied up with
their own rope and with strips torn from the pink AnooYoo Spa top-to-toe sun coverup that Toby
had been wearing.Ren had then busied herself with Amanda, who was possibly in shock, and
also with the scabby naked man, whom she called Jimmy. She’d wrapped him up in the rest of
the top-to-toe, talking to him softly; it seemed he was a long-ago boyfriend of hers.Now that



things were tidier, Toby had felt she could relax. She’d steadied herself with a Gardener
breathing exercise, timing it to the soothing rhythm of the nearby waves--wish-wash, wish-wash--
until her heart had slowed to normal. Then she’d cooked a soup.And then the moon had
risen.The rising moon signalled the beginning of the God’s Gardeners Feast of Saint Julian and
All Souls: a celebration of God’s tenderness and compassion for all creatures. The universe is
held in the hollow of His hand, as Saint Julian of Norwich taught us in her mystic vision so long
ago. Forgiveness must be offered, loving kindness must be practised, circles must be unbroken.
All souls means all, no matter what they may have done. At least from moonrise to
moonset.Once the Gardener Adams and Eves taught you something, you stayed taught. It would
have been next to impossible for her to kill the Painballers on that particular night--butcher them
in cold blood, since by that time the two of them were firmly roped to a tree.Amanda and Ren
had done the roping. They’d been to Gardener school together where they’d done a lot of crafts
with recycled materials, so they were proficient at knotwork. Those guys looked like
macramé.On that blessed Saint Julian’s evening, Toby had set the weaponry to one side--her
own antiquated rifle and the Painballers’ spraygun, and Jimmy’s spraygun as well. Then she’d
played the kindly godmother, ladling out the soup, dividing up the nutrients for all to share.She
must have been mesmerized by the spectacle of her own nobility and kindness. Getting
everyone to sit in a circle around the cozy evening fire and drink soup together--even Amanda,
who was so traumatized she was almost catatonic; even Jimmy, who was shivering with fever
and talking to a dead woman who was standing in the flames. Even the two Painballers: did she
really think they would have a conversion experience and start hugging bunnies? It’s a wonder
she didn’t sermonize as she doled out the bone soup. Some for you, and some for you, and
some for you! Shed the hatred and viciousness! Come into the circle of light!But hatred and
viciousness are addictive. You can get high on them. Once you’ve had a little, you start shaking if
you don’t get more.As they were eating the soup, they’d heard voices approaching through the
shoreline trees. It was the Children of Crake, the Crakers--the strange gene-spliced quasi-
humans who lived by the sea. They were filing through the trees, carrying pitch-pine torches and
singing their crystalline songs.Toby had seen these people only briefly, and in daytime.
Gleaming in the moonlight and the torchlight, they were even more beautiful. They were all
colours--brown, yellow, black, white--and all heights, but each was perfect. The women were
smiling serenely; the men were in full courtship mode, holding out bunches of flowers, their
naked bodies like a fourteen-year-old’s comic-book rendition of how bodies ought to be, each
muscle and ripple defined and glistening. Their bright blue and unnaturally large penises were
wagging from side to side like the tails of friendly dogs.Afterwards, Toby could never quite
remember the sequence of events, if you could call it a sequence. It had been more like a
pleebland street brawl: rapid action, tangled bodies, a cacophony of voices.Where is the blue?
We can smell the blue! Look, there is Snowman! He is thin! He is very sick!Ren: Oh shit, it’s the
Crakers. What if they want . . . Look at their . . . Crap!The Craker women, spotting Jimmy:
Let us help Snowman! He needs us to purr!The Craker men, sniffing Amanda: She is the blue



one! She smells blue! She wants to mate with us! Give her the flowers! She will be happy!
Amanda, scared: Stay away! I don’t . . . Ren, help me! Four large, beautiful, flower-toting
naked men close in on her. Toby! Get them away from me! Shoot them!The Craker women: She
is sick. First we have to purr on her. To make her better. And give her a fish?The Craker men:
She is blue! She is blue! We are happy! Sing to her!The other one is blue also.That fish is for
Snowman. We must keep that fish.Ren: Amanda, maybe just take the flowers, or they might get
mad or something . . .Toby, her voice thin and ineffectual: Please, listen, stand back, you’re
frightening . . .What is this? Is this a bone? Several of the women, peering into the soup pot:
Are you eating this bone? It smells bad.We do not eat bones. Snowman does not eat bones, he
eats a fish. Why do you eat a smelly bone?It is Snowman’s foot that is smelling like a bone. A
bone left by vultures. Oh Snowman, we must purr on your foot!Jimmy, feverish: Who are you?
Oryx? But you’re dead. Everyone’s dead. Everyone in the whole world, they’re all dead . . . He
starts crying.Do not be sad, Oh Snowman. We have come to help.Toby: Maybe you shouldn’t
touch . . . that’s infected . . . he needs . . .Jimmy: Ow! Fuck!Oh Snowman, do not kick. It
will hurt your foot. Several of them begin to purr, making a noise like a kitchen mixer.Ren, calling
for help: Toby! Toby! Hey! Let go of her!Toby looks over, across the fire: Amanda has
disappeared in a flickering thicket of naked male limbs and backs. Ren throws herself into the
sprawl and is quickly submerged.Toby: Wait! Don’t . . . Stop that! What should she do? This is
a major cultural misunderstanding. If only she had a pail of cold water!Muffled cries. Toby rushes
to help, but then:One of the Painballers: Hey you! Over here!These ones smell very bad. They
smell like dirty blood. Where is the blood?What is this? This is a rope. Why are they tied up with
a rope?Snowman showed us rope before, when he lived in a tree. Rope is for making his house.
Oh Snowman, why is the rope tied to these men?This rope is hurting these ones. We must take
it away.A Painballer: Yeah, that’s right. We’re in fucking agony. (Groans.)Toby: Don’t touch them,
they’ll . . .The second Painballer: Fucking hurry up, Blueballs, before that old bitch . . .Toby:
No! Don’t untie . . . Those men will . . .But it was already too late. Who knew the Crakers
could be so quick with knots?ProcessionThe two men were gone into the darkness, leaving
behind them a snarl of rope and a scattering of embers. Idiot, Toby thought. You should have
been merciless. Bashed their heads in with a rock, slit their throats with your knife, not even
wasted any bullets on them. You were a dimwit, and your failure to act verges on criminal
negligence.It was hard to see--the fire was fading--but she made a quick inventory: at least her
rifle was still there, a small mercy. But the Painballer spraygun was missing. Pinhead, she told
herself. So much for your Saint Julian and the loving kindness of the universe. --This text refers
to an alternate kindle_edition edition. Margaret Atwood’s genius is fed by her appetite for
synthesis: she sees every consequential cultural and tech trend (the realized and the possible)
and spins them out into a near-future that’s both freakishly strange and horrifyingly plausible.
MaddAddam concludes the trilogy she started with and , simultaneously set stories of the
survivors (and the late creator) of a deliberately unleashed plague that’s left a few ragged
stragglers—the fever-dreaming Snowman, remnants of a peaceful God’s Gardeners cult and



eco-warrior MaddAddamites, psychotic escapees from the Painball arena, and humanity’s
bioengineered “replacements,” the bizarrely placid Crakers—all bushwhacking through a trashed
world of animal mash-ups (including some wicked-smart Pigoons). Depending on your outlook,
she’s a scathing satirist, an alarmist, or an oracle. But the world she imagines feels near enough
that you won’t soon forget it. -- --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
Publishers WeeklyStarred Review. The final entry in Atwood's brilliant MaddAddam trilogy roils
with spectacular and furious satire. The novel begins where Oryx and Crake and The Year of the
Flood end, just after most of the human species has been eradicated by a man-made plague.
The early books explore a world of terrifying corporate tyranny, horrifying brutality, and the
relentless rape of women and the planet. In Oryx and Crake, the pandemic leaves wounded
protagonist Jimmy to watch over the Crakers, a humanoid species bioengineered to replace
humankind by the man responsible for unleashing the plague. In The Year of the Flood,
MaddAddamites wield science to terrorize corporate villains while God's Gardeners use prayer
and devotion to the Earth to prepare for the approaching cataclysm. Toby, a God's Gardener and
key character in the second book, narrates the third installment, in which a few survivors,
including MaddAddamites, God's Gardeners, Jimmy, and the Crakers, navigate a
postapocalyptic world. Toby is reunited with Zeb, her MaddAddamite romantic interest in Year of
the Flood, and the two become leaders and defenders of their new community. The survivors are
a traumatized, cynical group with harshly tested self-preservation skills, but they have the
capacity for love and self-sacrifice, which in a simpler story would signal hope for the future of
humankind. However, Atwood dramatizes the importance of all life so convincingly that readers
will hesitate to assume that the perpetuation of a species as destructive as man is the novel's
central concern. With childlike stubbornness, even the peaceful Crakers demand mythology and
insist on deifying people whose motives they can't understand. Other species genetically
engineered for exploitation by now-extinct corporations roam the new frontier; some are hostile
to man, including the pigoons—a powerful and uniquely perceptive source of bacon and
menace. Threatening humans, Crakers, and pigoons are Painballers—former prisoners
dehumanized in grotesque life-or-death battles. The Crakers cannot fight, the bloodthirsty
Painballers will not yield, and the humans are outnumbered by the pigoons. Happily, Atwood has
more surprises in store. Her vision is as affirming as it is cautionary, and the conclusion of this
remarkable trilogy leaves us not with a sense of despair at mankind's failings but with a sense of
awe at humanity's barely explored potential to evolve. Agent: Vivienne Schuster, Curtis Brown
Literary Agency (U.K.). (Sept.) --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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book.1. Oryx and CrakeAs the story begins, Snowman is living in a tree by the seashore. He
believes he is the last true human being left alive after a lethal pandemic has swept the planet.
Nearby live the Children of Crake, a gentle humanoid species bioengineered by the brilliant
Crake, Snowman’s one-time best friend and rival for his beloved, the beautiful and enigmatic
Oryx.The Crakers are free from sexual jealousy, greed, clothing, and the need for insect
repellent and animal protein – all the factors Crake believed had caused not only the misery of
the human race but also the degradation of the planet. The Crakers mate seasonally, when parts
of them turn blue. Crake tried to rid them of symbolic thinking and music, but they have an eerie
singing style all their own and have developed a religion, with Crake as their creator, Oryx as
mistress of the animals, and Snowman as their reluctant prophet. It is he who has led them out
of the high-tech Paradice dome where they were made to their present home beside the
ocean.In his pre-plague life, Snowman was Jimmy. His world was divided into the Compounds –
fortified Corporations containing the technocrat elite that controlled society through their
collective security arm, the CorpSeCorps – and the pleeblands outside Compound walls, where
the rest of society lived, shopped, and scammed, in their slums, their suburbs, and their
malls.Jimmy’s early childhood was spent at OrganInc Farms, where his father was working on
the pigoons – transgenic pigs with human material designed for transplants, including kidneys
and brain tissue. Later, his father was transferred to HelthWyzer, a health-and-wellness Corp. It
was at the HelthWyzer high school that adolescent Jimmy first met Crake, then known as Glenn.
They bonded over internet porn and complex online games. Among these was Extinctathon, run
by the cryptic identity MaddAddam: Adam named the living animals, MaddAddam names the
dead ones. They learned to access MaddAddam via a chatroom accessible only to trusted
Grandmasters of the game.Crake and Jimmy lost touch when Crake was accepted at the well-
funded Watson-Crick Institute, while word-guy Jimmy had to make do with the run-down Martha
Graham liberal arts academy. Oddly, both Crake’s mother and stepfather died of a mysterious
illness that caused them to dissolve. Then a bioterrorist group with the codename MaddAddam
began using genetically engineered animals and microbes to attack the CorpSeCorps and the
ruling infrastructure.When Jimmy and Crake reconnected years later, Crake was in charge of the
Paradice dome, where he was gene-splicing the Crakers. At the same time, he was developing
the BlyssPluss pill, which promised sexual ecstasy, birth control, and prolonged youth. Jimmy
was surprised to discover that the names of the scientists at Paradice were identical to the user
names in the Extinctathon game. In fact, they were the MaddAddamite bioterrorists, traced by
Crake via the chatroom, then promised immunity in exchange for their input at Paradice. But the
BlyssPluss pill contained a hidden ingredient, and its launch coincided with the onset of the
pandemic that erased humanity. In the chaos that resulted, Oryx and Crake both perished,
leaving Jimmy alone with the Crakers.Now, haunted by his memories of dead Oryx and of
treacherous Crake, and despairing of his own prospects for survival, an ailing and guilt-ridden
Snowman hikes to the Paradice dome in search of the weapons and supplies he knows are
there. En route, he’s stalked by escaped gen-mod animals, among them the vicious wolvogs and



the giant pigoons, made crafty by their human brain tissue.Oryx and Crake ends with
Snowman’s discovery of three others who have survived the plague. Should he join them,
abandoning the Crakers? Or, knowing the destructive tendencies of his own species, should he
kill them? Oryx and Crake ends while Snowman is deciding.2. The Year of the FloodThe Year of
the Flood takes place during the same years as Oryx and Crake, but is set in the pleeblands
outside Compound walls. The story follows the God’s Gardeners, a green religion founded by
Adam One. Its leaders, the Adams and the Eves, teach the convergence of Nature and
Scripture, the love of all creatures, the dangers of technology, the wickedness of the Corps, the
avoidance of violence, and the tending of vegetables and bees on pleebland slum rooftops.The
story begins in the present, in Gardener Year Twenty-five – the year of the Waterless Flood, as
the Gardeners call the plague. Toby, armed with an archaic rifle, is holed up in the AnooYoo Spa,
watching for other survivors – especially Zeb, the streetwise ex-Gardener whom she secretly
loves. Violating Gardener codes, she shoots one of the pigoons that have been attacking her
kitchen garden. One day she sees a procession of naked people in the distance, headed by a
ragged, bearded man. Knowing nothing about Snowman and the Crakers, she believes she is
hallucinating.Meanwhile, young Ren is locked inside the quarantine room of Scales and Tails,
the strip club where she’s been working. Just before the plague, the club was wrecked by
Painballers – dehumanized prisoners of the Corps who have ruthlessly eliminated the other
combatants in the Painball arena. Ren knows she will starve to death unless her childhood
friend, Amanda, can arrive to unlock the door.Long before, Toby had been rescued from the
abusive Painballer, Blanco, her boss at the unpleasant SecretBurgers stand, by the God’s
Gardeners. She became an Eve, specializing in mushrooms, bees, and potions. Her teacher, old
Pilar – who, like many Gardeners, is a bioscience refugee from the Corps – is secretly still in
touch with informants there, including the adolescent Crake.Ren was one of Toby’s Gardener
pupils, along with Amanda, a tough but charismatic pleebrat. Ren’s mother, Lucerne, had run
away from the HelthWyzer Compound with Zeb, but angered by his failure to commit, she fled
the Gardeners and returned to HelthWyzer when Ren was thirteen. Teenaged Jimmy seduced
Ren but then discarded her. Eventually she chose to earn her living by dancing at Scales and
Tails, the best option available to her.Disagreeing about tactics, Zeb and his supporters split
from Adam One’s pacifist Gardeners to engage in active bioterrorist opposition to the Corps,
using the MaddAddam chatroom as a rendezvous. The remaining Gardeners, forced into hiding
by the CorpSeCorps, continued to prepare for the Waterless Flood.In the present – Year Twenty-
five – Amanda reaches Scales and manages to free Ren. As they celebrate, three of their
Gardener friends – Shackleton, Crozier, and Oates – arrive, pursued by Blanco and two other
Painballers. The five young people flee, but along the way Ren and Amanda are raped, Amanda
is kidnapped, and Oates is murdered.Ren struggles to the AnooYoo Spa, where Toby nurses her
back to health. Then they set out to recover Amanda. After dodging feral pigoons and dealing
with vicious Blanco, they find a group of survivors living in a parkette cobb house. Zeb is there,
with his group of MaddAddamites; so are a few former Gardeners. They all believe that Adam



One must have survived, and are searching for him.Toby and Ren leave on a risky mission to
recover Amanda from her Painballer captors. At the seashore they stumble upon an
encampment of strange, partly blue people who have seen two human men and a woman.
Guessing these must be Amanda and her Painball kidnappers, Toby and Ren discover them just
as Snowman – infected and hallucinating – is about to shoot them with his Paradice
spraygun.The Year of the Flood ends with the Painballers tied to a tree while Ren tends to the
battered Amanda and the feverish Snowman. As Toby observes the Gardener forgiveness feast
of Saint Julian by serving soup to everyone, the blue-hued Children of Crake approach along the
shore, singing their eerie music.The Story of the Egg, and of Oryx and Crake, and how they
made People and Animals; and of the Chaos; and of Snowman-the-Jimmy; and of the Smelly
Bone and the coming of the Two Bad MenIn the beginning, you lived inside the Egg. That is
where Crake made you.Yes, good, kind Crake. Please stop singing or I can’t go on with the
story.The Egg was big and round and white, like half a bubble, and there were trees inside it with
leaves and grass and berries. All the things you like to eat.Yes, it rained inside the Egg.No, there
was not any thunder.Because Crake did not want any thunder inside the Egg.And all around the
Egg was the chaos, with many, many people who were not like you.Because they had an extra
skin. That skin is called clothes. Yes, like mine.And many of them were bad people who did cruel
and hurtful things to one another, and also to the animals. Such as … We don’t need to talk
about those things right now.And Oryx was very sad about that, because the animals were her
Children. And Crake was sad because Oryx was sad.And the chaos was everywhere outside the
Egg. But inside the Egg there was no chaos. It was peaceful there.And Oryx came every day to
teach you. She taught you what to eat, she taught you to make fire, she taught you about the
animals, her Children. She taught you to purr if a person is hurt. And Crake watched over
you.Yes, good, kind Crake. Please stop singing. You don’t have to sing every time. I’m sure Crake
likes it, but he also likes this story and he wants to hear the rest.Then one day Crake got rid of
the chaos and the hurtful people, to make Oryx happy, and to clear a safe place for you to live
in.Yes, that did make things smell very bad for a while.And then Crake went to his own place, up
in the sky, and Oryx went with him.I don’t know why they went. It must have been a good reason.
And they left Snowman-the-Jimmy to take care of you, and he brought you to the seashore. And
on Fish Days you caught a fish for him, and he ate it.I know you would never eat a fish, but
Snowman-the-Jimmy is different.Because he has to eat a fish or he would get very sick.Because
that is the way he is made.Then one day Snowman-the-Jimmy went to see Crake. And when he
came back, there was a hurt on his foot. And you purred on it, but it did not get better.And then
the two bad men came. They were left over from the chaos.I don’t know why Crake didn’t clear
them away. Maybe they were hiding under a bush, so he didn’t see them. But they’d caught
Amanda, and they were doing cruel and hurtful things to her.We don’t need to talk about those
things right now.And Snowman-the-Jimmy tried to stop them. And then I came, and Ren, and we
caught the two bad men and tied them to a tree with a rope. Then we sat around the fire and ate
soup. Snowman-the-Jimmy ate the soup, and Ren, and Amanda. Even the two bad men ate the



soup.Yes, there was a bone in the soup. Yes, it was a smelly bone.I know you do not eat a smelly
bone. But many of the Children of Oryx like to eat such bones. Bobkittens eat them, and
rakunks, and pigoons, and liobams. They all eat smelly bones. And bears eat them.I will tell you
what a bear is later.We don’t need to talk any more about smelly bones right now.And as they
were all eating the soup, you came with your torches, because you wanted to help Snowman-
the-Jimmy, because of his hurt foot. And because you could tell there were some women who
were blue, so you wanted to mate with them.You didn’t understand about the bad men, and
about why they had a rope on them. It is not your fault they ran away into the forest. Don’t
cry.Yes, Crake must be very angry with the bad men. Perhaps he will send some thunder.Yes,
good, kind Crake.Please stop singing.RopeAbout the events of that evening – the events that set
human malice loose in the world again – Toby later made two stories. The first story was the one
she told out loud, to the Children of Crake; it had a happy outcome, or as happy as she could
manage. The second, for herself alone, was not so cheerful. It was partly about her own idiocy,
her failure to pay attention, but also it was about speed. Everything had happened so
quickly.She’d been tired, of course; she must have been suffering from an adrenalin plunge. After
all, she’d been going strong for two days with a lot of stress and not much to eat.The day before,
she and Ren had left the safety of the MaddAddam cobb-house enclave that sheltered the few
survivors from the global pandemic that had wiped out humanity. They’d been tracking Ren’s
best friend, Amanda, and they’d found her just in time because the two Painballers who’d been
using her had almost used her up. Toby was familiar with the ways of such men: she’d been
almost killed by one of them before she’d become a God’s Gardener. Anyone who’d survived
Painball more than once had been reduced to the reptilian brain. Sex until you were worn to a
fingernail was their mode; after that, you were dinner. They liked the kidneys.Toby and Ren had
crouched in the shrubbery while the Painballers argued over the rakunk they were eating, and
whether to attack the Crakers, and what to do next with Amanda. Ren had been scared silly;
Toby hoped she wouldn’t faint, but she couldn’t worry about that because she was nerving
herself to fire. Which to shoot first, the bearded one or the shorthair? Would the other have time
to grab their spraygun? Amanda wouldn’t be able to help, or even run: they had a rope around
her neck, with the other end tied to the leg of the bearded one. A wrong move by Toby, and
Amanda would be dead.Then a strange man had shambled out of the bushes, sunburnt and
scabby and naked and clutching a spraygun, and had almost shot everyone in sight, Amanda
included. But Ren had screamed and run into the clearing, and that had been enough of a
distraction. Toby had stepped out, rifle aimed; Amanda had torn free; and the Painballers had
been subdued with the aid of some groin kicks and a rock, and tied up with their own rope and
with strips torn from the pink AnooYoo Spa top-to-toe sun coverup that Toby had been
wearing.Ren had then busied herself with Amanda, who was possibly in shock, and also with
the scabby naked man, whom she called Jimmy. She’d wrapped him up in the rest of the top-to-
toe, talking to him softly; it seemed he was a long-ago boyfriend of hers.Now that things were
tidier, Toby had felt she could relax. She’d steadied herself with a Gardener breathing exercise,



timing it to the soothing rhythm of the nearby waves – wish-wash, wish-wash – until her heart
had slowed to normal. Then she’d cooked a soup.And then the moon had risen.The rising moon
signalled the beginning of the God’s Gardeners Feast of Saint Julian and All Souls: a celebration
of God’s tenderness and compassion for all creatures. The universe is held in the hollow of His
hand, as Saint Julian of Norwich taught us in her mystic vision so long ago. Forgiveness must be
offered, loving kindness must be practised, circles must be unbroken. All souls means all, no
matter what they may have done. At least from moonrise to moonset.Once the Gardener Adams
and Eves taught you something, you stayed taught. It would have been next to impossible for her
to kill the Painballers on that particular night – butcher them in cold blood, since by that time the
two of them were firmly roped to a tree.Amanda and Ren had done the roping. They’d been to
Gardener school together where they’d done a lot of crafts with recycled materials, so they were
proficient at knotwork. Those guys looked like macramé.On that blessed Saint Julian’s evening,
Toby had set the weaponry to one side – her own antiquated rifle and the Painballers’ spraygun,
and Jimmy’s spraygun as well. Then she’d played the kindly godmother, ladling out the soup,
dividing up the nutrients for all to share.She must have been mesmerized by the spectacle of her
own nobility and kindness. Getting everyone to sit in a circle around the cozy evening fire and
drink soup together – even Amanda, who was so traumatized she was almost catatonic; even
Jimmy, who was shivering with fever and talking to a dead woman who was standing in the
flames. Even the two Painballers: did she really think they would have a conversion experience
and start hugging bunnies? It’s a wonder she didn’t sermonize as she doled out the bone soup.
Some for you, and some for you, and some for you! Shed the hatred and viciousness! Come into
the circle of light!But hatred and viciousness are addictive. You can get high on them. Once
you’ve had a little, you start shaking if you don’t get more.As they were eating the soup, they’d
heard voices approaching through the shoreline trees. It was the Children of Crake, the Crakers
– the strange gene-spliced quasi-humans who lived by the sea. They were filing through the
trees, carrying pitch-pine torches and singing their crystalline songs.Toby had seen these
people only briefly, and in daytime. Gleaming in the moonlight and the torchlight, they were even
more beautiful. They were all colours – brown, yellow, black, white – and all heights, but each
was perfect. The women were smiling serenely; the men were in full courtship mode, holding out
bunches of flowers, their naked bodies like a fourteen-year-old’s comic-book rendition of how
bodies ought to be, each muscle and ripple defined and glistening. Their bright blue and
unnaturally large penises were wagging from side to side like the tails of friendly
dogs.Afterwards, Toby could never quite remember the sequence of events, if you could call it a
sequence. It had been more like a pleebland street brawl: rapid action, tangled bodies, a
cacophony of voices.Where is the blue? We can smell the blue! Look, there is Snowman! He is
thin! He is very sick!Ren: Oh shit, it’s the Crakers. What if they want … Look at their … Crap!The
Craker women, spotting Jimmy: Let us help Snowman! He needs us to purr!The Craker men,
sniffing Amanda: She is the blue one! She smells blue! She wants to mate with us! Give her the
flowers! She will be happy!Amanda, scared: Stay away! I don’t … Ren, help me! Four large,



beautiful, flower-toting naked men close in on her. Toby! Get them away from me! Shoot them!
The Craker women: She is sick. First we have to purr on her. To make her better. And give her a
fish?The Craker men: She is blue! She is blue! We are happy! Sing to her!The other one is blue
also.That fish is for Snowman. We must keep that fish.Ren: Amanda, maybe just take the
flowers, or they might get mad or something …Toby, her voice thin and ineffectual: Please, listen,
stand back, you’re frightening …What is this? Is this a bone? Several of the women, peering into
the soup pot: Are you eating this bone? It smells bad.We do not eat bones. Snowman does not
eat bones, he eats a fish. Why do you eat a smelly bone?It is Snowman’s foot that is smelling
like a bone. A bone left by vultures. Oh Snowman, we must purr on your foot!Jimmy, feverish:
Who are you? Oryx? But you’re dead. Everyone’s dead. Everyone in the whole world, they’re all
dead … He starts crying.Do not be sad, Oh Snowman. We have come to help.Toby: Maybe you
shouldn’t touch … that’s infected … he needs …Jimmy: Ow! Fuck!Oh Snowman, do not kick. It
will hurt your foot. Several of them begin to purr, making a noise like a kitchen mixer.Ren, calling
for help: Toby! Toby! Hey! Let go of her!Toby looks over, across the fire: Amanda has
disappeared in a flickering thicket of naked male limbs and backs. Ren throws herself into the
sprawl and is quickly submerged.Toby: Wait! Don’t … Stop that! What should she do? This is a
major cultural misunderstanding. If only she had a pail of cold water!Muffled cries. Toby rushes
to help, but then:One of the Painballers: Hey you! Over here!These ones smell very bad. They
smell like dirty blood. Where is the blood?What is this? This is a rope. Why are they tied up with
a rope?Snowman showed us rope before, when he lived in a tree. Rope is for making his house.
Oh Snowman, why is the rope tied to these men? This rope is hurting these ones. We must take
it away.A Painballer: Yeah, that’s right. We’re in fucking agony. (Groans.)Toby: Don’t touch them,
they’ll …The second Painballer: Fucking hurry up, Blueballs, before that old bitch …Toby: No!
Don’t untie … Those men will …But it was already too late. Who knew the Crakers could be so
quick with knots?ProcessionThe two men were gone into the darkness, leaving behind them a
snarl of rope and a scattering of embers. Idiot, Toby thought. You should have been merciless.
Bashed their heads in with a rock, slit their throats with your knife, not even wasted any bullets
on them. You were a dimwit, and your failure to act verges on criminal negligence.It was hard to
see – the fire was fading – but she made a quick inventory: at least her rifle was still there, a
small mercy. But the Painballer spraygun was missing. Pinhead, she told herself. So much for
your Saint Julian and the loving kindness of the universe.Amanda and Ren were clinging to each
other and crying, with several of the beautiful Craker women stroking them anxiously. Jimmy had
toppled over and was talking to a bed of coals. The sooner they could all get back to the
MaddAddam cobb house, the better, because they were sitting ducks out here in the dark. The
Painballers might come back for the remaining weapons, and if that happened it was already
clear to Toby that these Crakers would be no help. Why did you hit me? Crake will be angry! He
will send a thunder! If she downed a Painballer, the Crakers would throw themselves between
her and the finishing shot. Oh, you have made bang, a man fell down, there is a hole in him,
blood is coming out! He is hurt, we must help him!But even if the Painballers held off for the



moment, there were other predators in the forest. The bobkittens, the wolvogs, the liobams;
worse, the enormous feral pigs. And now, with the people gone from the cities and roads, who
knew how soon the bears would begin to come down from the north?“We need to go now,” she
told the Crakers. Several heads turned, several sets of green eyes were looking at her.
“Snowman must come with us.”The Crakers all started talking at once. “Snowman must stay with
us! We must put Snowman back into his tree.” “That is what he likes, he likes a tree.” “Yes, only
he can talk with Crake.” “Only he can tell the words of Crake, about the Egg.” “About the chaos.”
“About Oryx, who made the animals.” “About how Crake made the chaos go away.” “Good, kind
Crake.” They began singing.“We need to get medicine,” said Toby desperately. “Otherwise,
Jimmy – otherwise, Snowman might die.” Blank stares. Did they even understand what dying
was?“What is a Jimmy?” Puzzled frowns.She’d made an error: wrong name. “Jimmy is another
name for Snowman.”“Why?” “Why is it another name?” “What does a Jimmy mean?” This
seemed to interest them much more than death. “Is it the pink skin on Snowman?” “I want a
Jimmy too!” This last from a small boy.How to explain? “Jimmy is a name. Snowman has two
names.”“His name is Snowman-the-Jimmy?”“Yes,” said Toby, because it was now.“Snowman-the-
Jimmy, Snowman-the-Jimmy,” they repeated to one another.“Why are there two?” one asked, but
the others had switched their attention to the next bewildering word. “What is
medicine?”“Medicine is something to help Snowman-the-Jimmy get better,” she ventured.
Smiles: they liked that idea.“Then we will come too,” said the one who seemed in charge – a tall,
brownish-yellow man with a Roman nose. “We will carry Snowman-the-Jimmy.”Two of the Craker
men lifted Jimmy easily. Toby was alarmed by his eyes: by the thin slits of white shining between
his lids. “Flying,” he said as the Crakers swung him into the air.Toby found Jimmy’s spraygun and
gave it to Ren to carry, clicking the safety on first: the girl didn’t know how to use the thing – why
would she? – but it would be sure to come in handy later on.She’d assumed that only the two
Craker volunteers would come back to the cobb house, but the whole crowd tagged along,
children included. They all wished to be close to Snowman. The men took turns carrying him; the
rest held their torches high, singing from time to time in their eerie waterglass voices.Four of the
women walked with Ren and Amanda, patting them and touching their arms or hands. “Oryx will
take care of you,” they said to Amanda.“Don’t let any of those blue dicks fucking touch her
again,” said Ren to them fiercely.“What is blue dicks?” they asked, bewildered. “What is fucking
touch?”“Just don’t, or else,” said Ren. “Or it’s trouble!”“Oryx will make her happy,” said the
women, though they sounded unsure. “What is trouble?”“I’m okay,” said Amanda faintly to Ren.
“What about you?”“You are not fucking okay! Let’s just get you back to where the MaddAddams
are,” said Ren. “They’ve got beds, and a water pump, and everything. We can clean you up.
Jimmy too.”“Jimmy?” said Amanda. “That’s Jimmy? I thought he’d be dead, like everyone
else.”“Yeah, so did I. But a lot of people aren’t. Well, some people. Zeb’s not, and Rebecca, and
you and me, and Toby, and …”“Where did those two guys go?” said Amanda. “The Painballers. I
should’ve brained them when I had the chance.” She laughed a little, blowing off pain in her old
pleebrat way. “How far is it?” she said.“They can carry you,” said Ren.“No. I’m fine.”Moths



fluttered around the torches, overhead leaves riffled in the night breeze. How long did they walk?
To Toby it seemed like hours, but time is unclear in moonlight. They were heading west, through
the Heritage Park; behind them the sound of the waves receded. Though there was a path, she
was unsure of the way, but the Crakers appeared to know where they were going.She listened
for sounds, off among the trees – a footfall, a stick cracking, a grunt – keeping herself to the rear
of the procession, her rifle at the ready. There was a croaking, a chirp or two: some amphibian, a
night bird stirring. She was conscious of the darkness at her back: her shadow stretched huge,
blending with the deeper shadows behind.PoppyFinally they reached the cobb-house enclave. A
single light bulb was burning in the yard; behind the barrier fence, Crozier and Manatee and
Tamaraw were standing sentry with their sprayguns, wearing battery-run headlamps gleaned
from a bike shop.Ren ran forward. “It’s us!” she called. “It’s okay! We found Amanda!”Crozier’s
headlamp bobbed as he opened the gate. “Way to go!” he shouted.“Great! I’ll tell the others!”
said Tamaraw. She hurried off to the main building.“Croze! We did it!” Ren said. She threw her
arms around him, dropping the spraygun she’d been carrying, and he lifted her, twirled her
around, and kissed her. Then he set her down.“Hey, where’d you get the spraygun?” he said.
Ren started crying.“I thought they’d kill us!” she said. “Them, the two … But you should’ve seen
Toby! She was so badass! She had her old gun, and then we hit them with rocks, and then we
tied them up, but then …”“Wow,” said Manatee, surveying the Crakers who were crowding in
through the gate, talking among themselves. “It’s the Paradice dome circus.”“So these are them,
right?” said Crozier. “The creepo naked people Crake made? The ones who live down by the
shore?”“I don’t think you should call them creepo,” said Ren. “They can hear you.”“It wasn’t only
Crake,” said Manatee. “All of us worked on them at the Paradice Project. Me, Swift Fox, Ivory
Bill …”“Why’d they come with you?” said Crozier. “What do they want?”“They’re only trying to
help,” said Toby. Suddenly she was very tired; all she wanted to do was stumble into her cubicle
and conk out. “Has anyone else been here?” Zeb had left the cobb house at the same time she
did, on a search for Adam One and any of the God’s Gardeners who might have survived. She
wanted to know if he’d returned, but she didn’t want to be obvious about it: pining was whining,
as the Gardeners used to say, and she’d never worn her heart anywhere near her sleeve.“Only
those pigs again,” said Crozier. “Trying to dig under the garden fence. We shone the lights on
them and they ran off. They know what a spraygun is.”“Ever since we turned a couple of them
into bacon,” said Manatee. “Frankenbacon, considering they’re splices. I still feel kind of weird
about eating them. They’ve got human neocortex tissue.”“I hope Crake’s Frankenpeople aren’t
moving in with us,” said a blond woman who’d come out of the main cobb building with Tamaraw.
Toby recognized her from the brief time she’d spent at the cobb house before her search for
Amanda: Swift Fox. She must have been over thirty, but she was wearing what looked like a
twelve-year-old’s ruffle-edged nightie. Now where had she picked that up? Toby wondered.
Some looted HottTottsTogs or Hundred-Dollar Store?“You must be exhausted,” Tamaraw said to
Toby.“I don’t know why you brought them with you,” said Swift Fox. “There’s too many of them.
We can’t feed them.”“We won’t have to,” said Manatee. “They eat leaves, remember? That’s how



Crake designed them. So they’d never need agriculture.”“Right,” said Swift Fox. “You worked on
that module. Me, I did the brains. The frontal lobes, the sensory-input modifications. I tried to
make them less boring, but Crake wanted no aggression, no jokes even. They’re walking
potatoes.”“They’re really nice,” said Ren. “Anyway, the women are.”“I suppose the males wanted
to mate with you; they’ll do that. Just don’t make me talk to them,” said Swift Fox. “I’m going back
to bed. Night all, have fun with the vegetables.” She yawned and stretched, then sauntered
slowly away.“Why’s she so crabby?” said Manatee. “She’s been like that all day.”“Hormones is
my guess,” said Crozier. “Check out the nightie, though.”“Too small on her,” said Manatee.“You
noticed,” said Crozier.“Maybe she has other reasons for being crabby,” said Ren. “Women
sometimes do, you know.”“Sorry,” said Crozier, putting his arm around her.Four of the Craker
men detached themselves from the group and began to follow Swift Fox, blue penises waving
back and forth. Somewhere they’d picked more flowers; they were starting to sing.“No!” said
Toby sharply, as if to dogs. “Stay here! With Snowman-the-Jimmy!” How to make it clear to them
that, even with the aid of floral display and serenading and penis-wagging, they couldn’t just pile
on to any young non-Craker woman who smelled available to them? But they’d already
disappeared around the corner of the main house.The two Craker carriers lowered Jimmy down.
He slumped limply against their knees. “Where will Snowman-the-Jimmy be?” they asked.
“Where can we purr for him?”“He’ll need to be in a room by himself,” said Toby. “We’ll find a bed
for him, and then I’ll get the medicine.”“We will come with you,” they said. “We will purr.” They
picked Jimmy up again, making a chair for him with their arms. The others crowded around.“Not
all of you,” said Toby. “He needs to be quiet.”“He can have Croze’s room,” said Ren. “Can’t he,
Croze?”“Who’s that?” said Crozier, peering at Jimmy, whose head was lolling to one side, who
was drooling into his beard, who was scratching fitfully at himself with one filthy hand through the
pink fabric of the top-to-toe, and who noticeably stank. “Where’d you drag him in from? Why’s he
wearing pink? He looks like a fucking ballerina!”“It’s Jimmy,” said Ren. “Remember, I told you?
My old boyfriend?”“The one who messed you over? From high school? That child
molester?”“Don’t be like that,” said Ren. “I wasn’t really a child. He’s got a fever.”“Don’t go, don’t
go,” said Jimmy. “Come back to the tree!”“You’re sticking up for him? After how he dumped
you?”“Yeah, right, but he’s kind of a hero now,” said Ren. “He helped save Amanda. He almost,
you know, died.”“Amanda,” said Croze. “I don’t see her. Where is she?”“She’s over here,” said
Ren, pointing to the group of Craker women surrounding Amanda, stroking her and purring
gently. They moved aside to let Ren into their circle.“That’s Amanda?” said Crozier. “No shit! She
looks like …”“Don’t say it,” said Ren, putting her arms around Amanda. “She’ll look a lot better
tomorrow. Or next week, anyway.” Amanda started to cry.“She’s gone,” said Jimmy. “She flew
away. Pigoons.”“Cripes,” said Crozier. “This is fucking weird.”“Croze, everything is fucking weird,”
said Ren.“Okay, right, I’m sorry. I’m almost off sentry. Let’s …”“I think I should help Toby,” said
Ren. “At this moment.”“Looks like I sleep on the ground, since that fuckwit’s tagged my bed,”
Croze said to Manatee.“Please grow up,” said Ren.That’s all we need, thought Toby. Love’s
young squabbles.They carried Jimmy into Croze’s cubicle and laid him down on the bed. Toby



asked two Craker women and Ren to aim the flashlights she’d got from the kitchen. Then she
found her medical materials, on the shelf where she’d left them before setting off to find
Amanda.She did all she could for Jimmy: a sponge bath to get off the worst of the dirt; honey
applied to the superficial cuts; mushroom elixir for the infection. Then Poppy and Willow, for the
pain and for a restful sleep. And the small grey maggots, applied to the foot wound to nibble off
the infected flesh. Judging from the smell, the maggots were just in time.“What are those?” said
one of the two Craker women, the tall one. “Why do you put those little animals on Snowman-the-
Jimmy? Are they eating him?”“It tickles,” said Jimmy. His eyes were half open; the Poppy was
taking effect.“Oryx sent them,” said Toby. That seemed to be a good answer, because they
smiled. “They are called maggots,” she continued. “They are eating the pain.”“What does the
pain taste like, Oh Toby?”“Should we eat the pain too?”“If we ate the pain, that would help
Snowman-the-Jimmy.”“The pain smells very bad. Does it taste good?”She should avoid
metaphors. “The pain tastes good only to the maggots,” she said. “No. You should not eat the
pain.”“Will he be okay?” Ren said. “Has he got gangrene?”“I hope not,” said Toby. The two Craker
women placed their hands on him and began to purr.“Falling,” said Jimmy. “Butterfly. She’s
gone.”Ren bent over him, brushed his hair back from his forehead. “Go to sleep, Jimmy,” she
said. “We love you.”MorningToby dreams that she’s in her little single bed, at home. Her stuffed
lion is on the pillow beside her, and her big shaggy bear that plays a tune. Her antique piggy
bank is on her desk, and the tablet she uses for her homework, and her felt-tip crayons, and her
daisy-skinned cellphone. From the kitchen comes the sound of her mother’s voice, calling; her
father, answering; the smell of eggs frying.Inside this dream, she’s dreaming of animals. One is a
pig, though six-legged; another is cat-like, with compound eyes like a fly. There’s a bear as well,
but it has hooves. These animals are neither hostile nor friendly. Now the city outside is on fire,
she can smell it; fear fills the air. Gone, gone, says a voice, like a bell tolling. One by one the
animals come towards her and begin to lick her with their warm, raspy tongues.At the edge of
sleep, she gropes towards the retreating dream: the burning city, the messengers sent to warn
her. That the world has been changed utterly; that the familiar is long dead; that everything she
used to love has been swept away.As Adam One used to say, The fate of Sodom is fast
approaching. Suppress regret. Avoid the pillar of salt. Don’t look back.She wakes to find a
Mo’Hair licking her leg: a red-head, its long human hair braided into pigtails, each with a string
bow: some sentimentalist among the MaddAddamites has been at work. It must have got out of
the pen where they’re keeping them.“Move it,” she says to it, shoving it gently with her foot. It
gives her a look of addled reproach – they’re none too bright, the Mo’Hairs – and clatters out
through the doorway. We could use some doors around here, she thinks.The morning light is
filtering in through the piece of cloth that’s been hung over the window in a futile attempt to keep
out the mosquitoes. If only they could find some screens! But they’d have to install window
frames because the cobb house wasn’t built to be lived in: it had been a parkette staging pavilion
for fairs and parties, and they’re squatting in it now because it’s safe. It’s away from the urban
rubble – the deserted streets and random electrical fires and the buried rivers that are welling up



now that the pumps have failed. No collapsing building can fall down on it, and as it’s only one
storey high, it’s unlikely to fall down on itself.She untwists herself from the damp morning sheet
and stretches her arms, feeling for sprains and tightness. She’s almost too tired to get up. Too
tired, too discouraged, too angry with herself over last night’s fireside fiasco. What will she tell
Zeb when he gets back? Supposing he does get back. Zeb is resourceful, but he’s not
invulnerable.She can only hope that he’s been more successful with his quest than she has
been with hers. There’s a chance that some of the God’s Gardeners have survived because if
anyone would know how to wait out the pandemic that killed almost everyone else, it would be
them. During all the years that she spent with them, first as their guest, then as an apprentice,
and finally as a high-ranking Eve, they’d planned for catastrophe. They’d built hidden places of
refuge and stocked them with supplies: honey, dried soybeans and mushrooms, rose hips,
elderberry compote, preserves of various kinds. Seeds to plant in the new, cleansed world they
believed would come. Perhaps they’d waited the plague out in one of these refuges – one of their
sheltering Ararats, where they hoped they’d be safe while riding out what they termed the
Waterless Flood. God had promised after the Noah incident that he’d never use the water
method again, but considering the wickedness of the world he was bound to do something: that
was their reasoning. But where will Zeb look for them, out there among the ruins of the city?
Where to even begin?Visualize your strongest desire, the Gardeners used to say, and it will
manifest; which doesn’t always work, or not as intended. Her strongest desire is to have Zeb
come back safe, but if he does, she’ll have to face up once again to the fact that she’s neutral
territory as far as he’s concerned. Nothing emotional, no sexiness there, no frills. A trusted
comrade and foot soldier: reliable Toby, so competent. That’s about it.And she’ll have to admit
her failure to him. I was a cretin. It was Saint Julian’s, I couldn’t kill them. They got away. They
took a spraygun. She won’t snivel, she won’t cry, she won’t give excuses. He won’t say much, but
he’ll be disappointed in her.Don’t be too harsh on yourself, Adam One used to say in his patient
blue-eyed way. We all make mistakes. True, she replies to him now, but some mistakes are more
lethal than others. If Zeb gets killed by one of the Painballers, it will be her fault. Stupid, stupid,
stupid. She feels like whacking her head against the cobb-house wall.She can only hope the
Painballers were spooked enough to run very far away. But will they stay away? They’ll need
food. They might scavenge some quasi-food in the deserted houses and shops from whatever
hasn’t mouldered or been eaten by rats or looted months ago. They may even blast a few
animals – a rakunk, a green rabbit, a liobam – but after they use up their cellpack ammunition,
they’ll need more.And they know the MaddAddam cobb house will have some. Sooner or later
they’ll be tempted to attack at the weakest link: they’ll grab a Craker child and offer to swap, as
they tried to swap Amanda earlier. It will be sprayguns and cellpacks they’ll want, with a young
woman or two thrown in – Ren or Lotis Blue or White Sedge or Swift Fox – not Amanda, they’ve
already expended her. Or a Craker female in heat, why not? It would be a novelty for them, a
woman with a bright blue abdomen; not the best conversationalists, those Crakers, but the
Painballers won’t care about that. They’ll demand Toby’s rifle too.The Crakers would think it was



just a matter of sharing. They want the stick thing? It would make them happy? Why are you not
giving it to them, Oh Toby? How to explain that you can’t hand over a murder weapon to a
murderer? The Crakers wouldn’t understand murder because they’re so trusting. They’d never
imagine that anyone would rape them – What is rape? Or slit their throats – Oh Toby, why? Or
slash them open and eat their kidneys – But Oryx would not allow it!Suppose the Crakers hadn’t
untied those knots. What had she intended to do? Would she have marched the Painballers
back to the cobb house, then kept them penned up until Zeb got back and took over and did the
necessary thing?He’d have held some sort of perfunctory discussion. Then there would have
been a double hanging. Or maybe he’d have skipped the preliminaries and just hit them with a
shovel, saying, Why dirty a rope? The end result would be the same as if she’d snuffed the two
of them immediately, right then and there at the campfire.Enough of such dour stocktaking. It’s
morning. She has to cut out these daydreams in which Zeb performs decisive leadership acts
that she ought to have performed herself. She needs to get up, go outside, join the others.
Repair what can’t be repaired, mend what can’t be mended, shoot what needs to be shot. Hold
the fort.BreakfastShe swings her legs off the bed, sets her feet on the floor, stands. Her muscles
hurt, her skin feels like sandpaper, but it’s not so bad once you’re up.She chooses a bedsheet –
lavender with blue dots – from the selection on her shelf. There’s a pile of sheets in every
cubicle, like towels in a hotel of old. Her pink top-to-toe from the AnooYoo Spa is in rags and may
be infected with whatever it is Jimmy might have: she’ll need to burn it. When she gets the time
she’ll sew a few of the sheets together, with arms and a hood, but meanwhile she drapes the
lavender sheet around herself toga-style.There’s no shortage of bedsheets. The
MaddAddamites have gleaned enough of them from the city’s deserted buildings to last a while,
and they also have a stash of pants and T-shirts for heavy work. But the sheets are cooler and
one-size-fits-all, so they’re the MaddAddamite attire of choice. When the bedsheets are used up
they’ll have to think of something else, but that won’t happen for years. Decades. If they live that
long.A mirror is what she needs. Hard to know how much of a wreck she is without one. Maybe
she’ll be able to get mirrors onto the next gleaning list. Those, and toothbrushes.She slings her
knapsack with her health-care items over one shoulder: the maggots, the honey, the mushroom
elixir, the Willow and Poppy. She’ll tend to Jimmy first thing, supposing he’s still alive. But only
after she’s had some breakfast: she can’t face the day, much less Jimmy’s festering foot, on an
empty stomach. Then she picks up her rifle and steps out into the full glare of morning.Although
it’s still early, the sun’s already burning white. She hoists one end of her bedsheet over her head
for protection, checks out the cobb-house yard. The red-headed Mo’Hair, still at large, is eyeing
the vegetables through the kitchen-garden fence while chewing on some kudzu. Its friends in the
Mo’Hair pen are bleating at it: silver Mo’Hairs, blue ones, green ones and pink ones, brunettes
and blondes: the full range of colours. Hair Today, Mo’Hair Tomorrow went the ad when the
creatures had first been launched.Toby’s present-day hair is a Mo’Hair transplant: she didn’t use
to be so raven-hued. Maybe that was why the Mo’Hair had come into her cubicle to lick her on
the leg. It wasn’t the salt, it was the faint smell of lanolin. It thought she was a relative.Just so



long as I don’t get jumped by one of the rams, she thinks. She’ll have to watch herself for signs of
sheepishness. Rebecca must be up by now, dealing with breakfast issues over at the cooking
shack; maybe she’s got some floral-scented shampoo tucked away in her supply room.Over
near the garden, Ren and Lotis Blue are sitting in the shade, deep in conversation. Amanda is
sitting with them, staring off into the distance. Fallow state, the Gardeners would say. They used
that diagnosis for a wide range of conditions, from depression to post-traumatic stress to being
permanently stoned. The theory was that while in a Fallow state you were gathering and
conserving strength, nourishing yourself through meditation, sending invisible rootlets out into
the universe. Toby really hopes this is true of Amanda. She’d been such a lively child in Toby’s
class at the Gardener school, back there on the Edencliff Rooftop Garden. When was that? Ten,
fifteen years ago? Amazing how quickly the past becomes idyllic.Ivory Bill and Manatee and
Tamaraw are fortifying the boundary fence. In daylight it looks flimsy, permeable. Onto the
skeleton of the old ornamental ironwork paling they’ve attached an assortment of materials:
lengths of wire fencing interwoven with duct tape, a mixture of poles, a row of pointed sticks with
their ends set in the ground and the points facing out. Manatee is adding more sticks; Ivory Bill
and Tamaraw are on the other side of the fence, with shovels. They appear to be filling in a
hole.“Morning,” says Toby.“Take a look at this,” says Manatee. “Something was trying to tunnel
under. Last night. Sentries didn’t see them, they were chasing those pigs off at the front.”“Any
tracks?” said Toby.“We think it was maybe more of those pigs,” Tamaraw says. “Smart –
distracting attention, then trying a sneaky dig. Anyway, they didn’t get in.”Beyond the boundary
fence there’s a semicircle of male Crakers, evenly spaced, facing outward, peeing in unison. A
man in a striped bedsheet who looks like Crozier – in fact, it is Crozier – is standing with them,
joining in the group pee-in.What next? Is Crozier going native? Will he shed his clothes, take up
a cappella singing, grow a huge penis that turns blue in season? If the first two items were the
price of entry for the third, he’d do it in a shot. Soon every single human male among the
MaddAddamites will be yearning for one of those. And once that starts, how long before the
rivalries and wars break out, with clubs and sticks and stones, and then …Get a grip, Toby, she
tells herself. Don’t borrow trouble. You really, really, really need some coffee. Any kind of coffee.
Dandelion root. Happicuppa. Black mud, if that’s all there is.And if there were any booze, she’d
drink that too.A long dining room table has been set up beside the cooking shack. There’s a
shade sail deployed above it, gleaned from some deserted backyard. All the patios must be
derelict now, the swimming pools cracked and empty or clogged with weeds, the broken kitchen
windows invaded by the probing green snoutlets of vines. Inside the houses, nests in the corners
made from chewed-up carpets, wriggling and squeaking with hairless baby rats. Termites mining
through the rafters. Bats hawking for moths in the stairwells.“Once the tree roots get in,” Adam
One had been fond of saying to the Gardener inner circle, “once they really take hold, no human-
built structure stands a chance. They’ll tear a paved road apart in a year. They’ll block the
drainage culverts, and once the pumping systems fail, the foundations will be eaten away, and
no force on earth will be able to stop that kind of water, and then, when the generating stations



catch fire or short out, not to mention the nuclear …”“Then you can kiss your morning toast
goodbye,” Zeb had once added to this litany. He’d just blown in from one of his mysterious
courier missions; he looked battered, and his black pleather jacket was ripped. Urban Bloodshed
Limitation was one of the subjects he taught the Gardener kids, but he didn’t always practise it.
“Yeah, yeah, we know, we’re doomed. Any hope of some elderberry pie around here? I’m
starving.” Zeb did not always show a proper reverence towards Adam One.Speculations about
what the world would be like after human control of it ended had been – long ago, briefly – a
queasy form of popular entertainment. There had even been online TV shows about it: computer-
generated landscape pictures with deer grazing in Times Square, serves-us-right finger-
wagging, earnest experts lecturing about all the wrong turns taken by the human race.There was
only so much of that people could stand, judging from the ratings, which spiked and then
plummeted as viewers voted with their thumbs, switching from imminent wipeout to real-time
contests about hotdog-swallowing if they liked nostalgia, or to sassy-best-girlfriends comedies if
they liked stuffed animals, or to Mixed Martial Arts Felony Fights if they liked bitten-off ears, or to
Nitee-Nite live-streamed suicides or HottTotts kiddy porn or Hedsoff real-time executions if they
were truly jaded. All of it so much more palatable than the truth.“You know I’ve always sought the
truth,” said Adam One that time, in the aggrieved tone he sometimes adopted with Zeb. He didn’t
use this tone with anyone else.“Yeah, right, I do know that,” said Zeb. “Seek and ye shall find,
eventually. And you found. You’re right, I don’t dispute that. Sorry. Chewing with my mind full.
Stuff comes out my mouth.” And that tone said, This is the way I am. You know that. Suck it up.If
only Zeb were here, thinks Toby. She has a quick flash of him disappearing under a cascade of
glass shards and chunks of cement as another burnt-out high-rise crashes down, or howling as
a chasm opens under his feet and he plummets into an underground torrent no longer controlled
by pumps and sewers, or humming carelessly as from behind him appears an arm, a hand, a
face, a rock, a knife …But it’s too early in the morning to think like that. Also it’s no use. So she
tries to stop.Around the table is a collection of random chairs: kitchen, plastic, upholstered,
swivel. On the tablecloth – a rosebud-and-bluebird motif – are plates and glasses, some already
used, and cups, and cutlery. It’s like a surrealist painting from the twentieth century: every object
ultrasolid, crisp, hard-edged, except that none of them should be here.But why not? thinks Toby.
Why shouldn’t they be here? Nothing in the material world died when the people did. Once,
there were too many people and not enough stuff; now it’s the other way around. But physical
objects have shucked their tethers – Mine, Yours, His, Hers – and have gone wandering off on
their own. It’s like the aftermath of those riots they used to show in documentaries of the early
twenty-first century, when kids would join phone-swarms and then break windows and mob
shops and grab stuff, and what you could have was limited only by what you could carry.And so
it is now, she thinks. We have laid claim to these chairs, these cups and glasses, we’ve lugged
them here. Now that history is over, we’re living in luxury, as far as goods and chattels go.The
plates look antique, or at least expensive. But now she could break the whole set and it wouldn’t
cause a ripple anywhere but in her own mind.Rebecca emerges from the kitchen cooking shack



with a platter.“Sweetheart!” she says. “You made it back! And they told me you found Amanda
too! Five stars!”“She’s not in the best shape,” says Toby. “Those two Painballers almost killed her,
and then, last night … I’d say she’s in shock. Fallow state.” Rebecca’s old Gardener, so she’ll
understand Fallow.“She’s tough,” says Rebecca. “She’ll mend.”“Maybe,” says Toby. “Let’s hope
she’s disease-free, and no internal injuries. I guess you heard the Painballers got away. They
took a spraygun too. I really messed up on that.”“Win some, lose some,” says Rebecca. “I can’t
tell you how cheered up I am that you’re not dead. I thought those two scumbags would kill you
for sure, and Ren too. I was worried sick. But here you are, though I have to say you look like
shit.”“Thanks,” says Toby. “Nice china.”“Dig in, sweetie. Pig in three forms: bacon, ham, and
chops.” It hadn’t taken them long to backslide on the Gardener Vegivows, thinks Toby. Even
Jelack Rebecca is having no problems with the pork. “Burdock root. Dandelion greens. Dog ribs
on the side. If I keep it up with the animal protein I’m going to get even fatter than I am.”“You’re
not fat,” says Toby. Though Rebecca has always been solid, even back when they’d worked
together slinging meat at SecretBurgers, before they turned Gardener.“I love you too,” says
Rebecca. “Okay, I’m not fat. Those glasses are real crystal, I’m enjoying it. Cost a mint, this stuff
did once. Remember at the Gardeners? Vanity kills, Adam One used to tell us, so it was
earthenware or die. Though I can see the day coming when we’re not gonna be bothered with
dishes anymore, we’ll just eat with our hands.”“There is a place in even the purest and most
dedicated life for simple elegance,” says Toby. “As Adam One also used to tell us.”“Yeah, but
sometimes that place is the trash can,” says Rebecca. “I’ve got a whole stack of lap-sized linen
table napkins, and I can’t iron them because there’s no iron, and that really bugs me!” She sits
down, forks a piece of meat onto her plate.“I’m glad you’re not dead too,” says Toby. “Any
coffee?”“Yeah, if you can ignore the burnt twigs and roots and crap. There’s no caffeine in it, but
I’m counting on the placebo effect. I see you brought a whole mob back with you last night.
Those – what would you call them, anyway?”“They’re people,” says Toby. Or I think they’re
people, she adds to herself. “They’re Crakers. That’s what the MaddAddam bunch calls them,
and I guess they should know.”“They’re definitely not like us,” says Rebecca. “No way close. That
little pisher Crake. Talk about fouling up the sandbox.”“They want to be near Jimmy,” says Toby.
“They carried him back here.”“Yeah, I heard that part,” says Rebecca. “Tamaraw enlightened me.
They should go back to – to wherever they live.”“They say they need to purr on him,” says Toby.
“On Jimmy.”“Excuse me? Do what on him?” says Rebecca with a small snort of laughter. “Is that
one of their weird sex things?”Toby sighs. “It’s hard to explain,” she says. “You have to see
it.”HammockAfter breakfast Toby goes over to take a look at Jimmy. He’s suspended between
two trees in a makeshift hammock fashioned from duct tape and rope. Over his legs is a child’s
comforter with a pattern of cats playing fiddles, laughing puppies, dishes with faces on them
holding hands with grinning spoons, and cows with bells around their necks jumping over moons
that are leering at their udders. Just what you need when you’re hallucinating, thinks Toby.Three
Crakers – two women and a man – are sitting beside Jimmy’s hammock on chairs that may once
have belonged with the dining table: dark wood, with retro lyre backs and yellow-and-brown-



striped satiny upholstery. The Crakers look wrong on these chairs, but they also look pleased
with themselves, as if they’re doing something quietly adventurous. Their bodies gleam like gold-
threaded spandex; huge pink kudzu moths are fluttering around their heads in living
halos.They’re preternaturally beautiful, thinks Toby. Unlike us. We must seem subhuman to them,
with our flapping extra skins, our aging faces, our warped bodies, too thin, too fat, too hairy, too
knobbly. Perfection exacts a price, but it’s the imperfect who pay it.Each of the Crakers has one
hand on Jimmy. They’re purring; the hum gets louder as Toby walks over to them.“Greetings, Oh
Toby,” says the taller of the two women. How do they know her name? They must have listened
more carefully than she’d thought last night. And how should she reply? What are their own
names, and is it polite to ask?“Greetings,” she says. “How is Snowman-the-Jimmy today?”“He is
growing stronger, Oh Toby,” says the shorter woman. The others smile.Jimmy does look
somewhat better. He’s pinker, he’s cooler, and he’s sound asleep. They’ve fixed him up: tidied his
hair, cleaned his beard. On his head is a battered red baseball cap, on his wrist a round watch
with a blank face. A pair of sunglasses with one eye missing is perched awkwardly on his
nose.“Maybe he’d be more comfortable without those things on him,” says Toby, indicating the
hat and the sunglasses.“He must have those things,” says the man. “Those are the things of
Snowman-the-Jimmy.”“He needs them,” says the shorter woman. “Crake says he must have
them. See, here is the thing for listening to Crake.” She lifts the arm with the watch on it.“And he
sees Crake with this,” says the man, pointing to the sunglasses. “Only he.” Toby wants to ask
what the hat is for, but she refrains.“Why have you moved him outside?” she asks.“He did not
like it in that dark place,” says the man. “In there.” He nods towards the house.“Snowman-the-
Jimmy can travel better out here,” says the taller woman.“He’s travelling?” says Toby. “While he’s
asleep?” Could they be describing some dream they imagine Jimmy is dreaming?“Yes,” says the
man. “He is travelling to here.”“He is running, sometimes fast and sometimes slow. Sometimes
walking, because he is tired. Sometimes the Pig Ones are chasing him, because they do not
understand. Sometimes he is climbing into a tree,” says the shorter woman.“When he gets to
here, he will wake up,” says the man.“Where was he when he started this travelling?” says Toby
cautiously. She doesn’t want to convey disbelief.“He was in the Egg,” says the taller woman.
“Where we were, in the beginning. He was with Crake, and with Oryx. They came out of the sky
to meet with him in the Egg, and to tell him more of the stories, so he can tell them to us.”“That is
where the stories come from,” says the man. “But the Egg is too dark now. Crake and Oryx can
be there, but Snowman-the-Jimmy cannot be there any more.” The three of them smile warmly at
Toby, as if certain she’s understood every word they’ve said.“May I look at Snowman-the-
Jimmy’s hurt foot?” she asks politely. They have no objection, though they keep their hands in
place and continue with their purring.Toby checks the maggots underneath the cloth she
wrapped around Jimmy’s foot the night before. They’re busily at work, cleaning up the dead
flesh; the swelling and oozing are diminishing. This batch of maggots is nearing maturity: she’ll
have to get hold of some rotting meat tomorrow, leave it in the sun, attract flies, create new
maggots.“Snowman-the-Jimmy is coming closer to us,” says the short woman. “Then he will tell



us the stories of Crake, as he always did when he was living in his tree. But today you must tell
them to us.”“Me?” says Toby. “But I don’t know the stories of Crake!”“You will learn them,” says
the man. “It will happen. Because Snowman-the-Jimmy is the helper of Crake, and you are the
helper of Snowman-the-Jimmy. That is why.”“You must put on this red thing,” says the shorter
woman. “It is called a hat.”“Yes, a hat,” says the tall woman. “In the evening, when it is moth time.
You will put this hat of Snowman-the-Jimmy on your head, and listen to this shiny round thing
that you put on your arm.”“Yes,” says the other woman, nodding. “And then the words of Crake
will come out of your mouth. That is how Snowman-the-Jimmy would do it.”“See?” says the man.
He points to the lettering on the hat: Red Sox. “Crake made this. He will help you. Oryx will help
too, if the story has an animal in it.”“We will bring a fish, when it is getting dark. Snowman-the-
Jimmy always eats a fish, because Crake says he must eat it. Then you will put on the hat and
listen to this Crake thing, and say the stories of Crake.”“Yes, how Crake made us in the Egg, and
cleared away the chaos of bad men. How we left the Egg and walked here with Snowman-the-
Jimmy, because there were more leaves for us to eat.”“You will eat the fish, and then you will say
the stories of Crake, as Snowman-the-Jimmy always did,” says the shorter woman. They look at
her with their uncanny green eyes and smile reassuringly. They seem entirely confident of her
abilities.What are my choices? thinks Toby. I can’t say no. They may get disappointed, and go
away by themselves, back to the beach, where the Painballers can grab them. They’d be easy
prey, especially the children. How can I let that happen?“All right,” she says. “I will come in the
evening. I will put on the hat of Jimmy, I mean Snowman-the-Jimmy, and tell you the stories of
Crake.”“And listen to the shiny thing,” says the man. “And eat the fish.” It seems to be a ritual.“Yes,
all of that,” says Toby.Shit, she thinks. I hope they cook the fish.StoryWhile gathering up the
breakfast dishes, Rebecca thought she saw a grim hatchet-face looking at her from under the
trees. It seems to have been a false alarm, thinks Toby: no Painballers appeared, and, even
better, no spraygun holes opened in Rebecca and no Craker child was yanked screaming into
the shrubbery. Still, everyone’s tense.Toby asks the Craker mothers to move closer to the cobb
house. When they look puzzled, she tells them it’s a message from Oryx.The day unscrolls
without incident. No travellers return: no Shackleton, no Black Rhino or Katuro. No Zeb. Toby
spends the rest of the morning in the kitchen garden, digging and weeding: a mindless exercise
that calms her and fills the time. There are some chickenpeas beginning to sprout, and spinach
leaves thrusting up, and the feathery tops of carrots. Her rifle is propped nearby.Crozier and
Zunzuncito herd the Mo’Hairs out of their paddock so they can graze. Both carry sprayguns: in a
Painballer confrontation they’d have the advantage – two weapons against one – unless they
were taken by surprise. Toby hopes they’ll remember to check above their heads if there are
trees nearby: that must have been how the Painballers caught Amanda and Ren, by dropping
down from above.Why is war so much like a practical joke? she thinks. Hiding behind bushes,
leaping out, with not much difference between Boo! and Bang! except the blood. The loser falls
over with a scream, followed with a foolish expression, mouth agape, eyes akimbo. Those old
biblical kings, setting their feet on conquered necks, stringing up rival kings on trees, rejoicing in



piles of heads – there was an element of childish glee in all of that.Maybe it’s what drove Crake
on, thinks Toby. Maybe he wanted to end it. Cut that part out of us: the grinning, elemental
malice. Begin us anew.She eats her lunch early, in solitude, because she’s tagged for sentry with
her rifle during the regular lunchtime. The food is cold pork and burdock root, with an Oreo
cookie from a package gleaned from a pharmacy: a rare treat, carefully rationed. She opens her
cookie and licks the white sweet filling before eating the two chocolatey halves: a guilty
luxury.Before the afternoon thunderstorm, five of the Crakers carry Jimmy into the cobb house,
along with his Hey-Diddle-Diddle quilt. Toby sits with him while it rains, checks his wound,
manages to raise his head so he drinks some of the mushroom elixir, even though he’s still
unconscious. Her supply is running low, but she doesn’t know where to find the right mushrooms
for a fresh brew.A single Craker remains in the room with them, to purr: the others go away. They
don’t like houses; they’d rather be wet than cooped up. Once the rain stops, four other Crakers
appear to carry Jimmy outside again.The clouds part, the sun comes out. Crozier and
Zunzuncito return with the flock of Mo’Hairs. Nothing has happened, they say; or nothing you
can put your finger on. The Mo’Hairs were jumpy; it was hard to keep them together. And the
crows were making a racket, but what does that tell you? Crows are always making a racket
about something.“Jumpy, how?” says Toby. “What sort of racket?” But they can’t be more
specific.Tamaraw, with a denim shirt over her hunched shoulders and a canvas sunhat, attempts
to milk the one Mo’Hair that’s producing. The milking doesn’t go smoothly: there’s kicking and
bleating, and the pail tips and spills.Crozier shows the Crakers how to work the hand pump: a
retro decoration once but now the source of their drinking water. God knows what’s in it, thinks
Toby: it’s groundwater, and every toxic spill for miles around may have leaked into it. She’ll push
for rainwater, at least for drinking; though with faraway fires and maybe nuclear meltdowns
sending dirty particulate into the stratosphere, God knows what’s in that as well.The Crakers are
delighted with the pump; the children scamper over and clamour to have water pumped onto
them. After that, Crozier demonstrates the one piece of solar the MaddAddamites have
managed to get running; it’s connected to a couple of light bulbs, one in the cooking shack and
one in the yard. He tries to explain why the lights go on, but they’re puzzled. It’s obvious to them
that the light bulbs are like lumiroses, or the green rabbits that come out at dusk: they glow
because Oryx made them that way.Supper takes place at the long table. White Sedge in an
apron with bluebirds on it and Rebecca with a mauve bath towel tied around her middle with
yellow satin ribbon dish out the food from the pots, then sit down. Ren and Lotis Blue are at the
far end, coaxing Amanda to eat. The MaddAddamites not on sentry duty filter in from their
chores.“Greetings, Inaccessible Rail,” says Ivory Bill. He takes pleasure in calling Toby by her old
MaddAddam codename. He has a tulip-sprinkled bedsheet draped around his sparse form and
a turban-like object made from a matching pillowcase on his head. His angular nose juts out
from his leathery face like a beak. It was odd, thinks Toby, how the MaddAddamites chose
codenames that mirrored parts of themselves.“How’s he doing?” says Manatee. He’s wearing a
broad-brimmed straw hat that makes him look like a chubby plantation owner. “Our star



patient.”“He’s not dead,” says Toby. “But he’s not what you’d call conscious.”“If he ever was,” says
Ivory Bill. “We used to call him Thickney. That was his MaddAddam name, back in the early
days.”“He was Crake’s jackal at the Paradice Project,” says Tamaraw. “Once he wakes up, there’s
a lot he needs to tell us. Before I trample him to death.” She snorts to indicate that she’s
joking.“Thickney by name, Thickney by nature,” says Manatee. “I don’t think he had the least
freaking idea. He was just a dupe.”“Naturally we wouldn’t have had a high opinion of him, to be
fair,” says Ivory Bill. “He was at the Project by choice. Unlike ourselves.” He sticks his fork into a
chunk of meat. “Dear lady,” he says to White Sedge, “could you possibly identify this substance
for me?”“Ahc-tually,” says White Sedge with her British accent, “actually, not.”“We were the brain
slaves,” says Manatee, spearing another chop. “The captive science brainiacs, working the
evolution machines for Crake. What a power-tripper, thought he could perfect humanity. Not that
he wasn’t brilliant.”“He wasn’t alone there,” says slender Zunzuncito. “It was big business, the
BioCorps were backing it. People were paying through the ceiling for those gene-splices. They
were customizing their kids, ordering up the DNA like pizza toppings.” He’s wearing bifocals.
Once we run out of optical products, Toby thinks, it really will be back to the Stone Age.
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Bell Charto, “I was sad when it ended. I have read the MaddAddam Trilogy, and I am a huge fan.
I enjoyed this book, not as much as the second book, but I felt it was genius and powerfully
crafted. It finished the series well and left few things hanging. This book has some surprisingly
hilarious points to it, if you have read it, you know what I mean (I don't want to give away anything
and spoil it), I was laughing in bed as I read and read the parts several times. Of course, like the
following two books, this is no comedy, and there's the same underling theme carried through.
It's fearless and smart, I will read it again. I am such a fan. Everyone needs to read this series.”

B R Sanders, “a wonderful and rich book in its own right, peculiar and heavy, and a masterful
end to a trilogy. This review contains some spoilers for the other two books in the trilogy, so skip
this if you haven't read those. My review for Oryx and Crake is here, and my review for The Year
of the Flood is here.I read MaddAddam, the third and final book in Margaret Atwood's dystopian
trilogy of the same name, in an indulgent fervor. I neglected my own writing regime to read it,
read it past my bedtime. I went camping this past weekend, and instead of hiking or moving
around in some semblance of an athletic and rugged way, I set up my tent and curled up on top
of my sleeping bag to read more MaddAddam. I consumed the book, swallowed it whole. It's
hard to tell if I liked it or not--I am pretty sure I did--but I can say with certainty that I was engaged
with it.Ok, so the book itself: unlike Oryx and Crake and The Year of the Flood, where much of
the action and plot really takes place in the book's narrative past through the use of flashbacks
the action in MaddAddam is pretty evenly split between the book's diegetic present and past.
There's even, at the end, a bit of diegetic future thrown in. In my review of The Year of the Flood I
discussed how the first two books of this trilogy were mirror images--structurally similar but
inverted in terms of their themes and respective focus. I wondered if MaddAddam would follow
suit or attempt to unify the other two books. MaddAddam, I think, establishes itself firmly as a
concluding volume through its attempt to unify the other two books in the series. MaddAddam
picks up right where The Year of the Flood leaves off and carries the narrative thread of what
happens to Toby and Ren and Jimmy in the book's present, that is in the lonely aftermath of
Crake's Waterless Flood. At the end of the previous book, the Crakers--Crake's genetically
engineered `perfect' humans, part of whose perfection seems to be an utterly guileless nature--
set free a pair of vicious criminals into the woods. Much of the plot of MaddAddam is driven by
this pair of murderer/rapist/all around evil guys as they skulk around the protagonists'
homestead, pick off the wildlife, and engage in a lot of psychological warfare. The book's
resolution, such as it is, comes as a result of a climactic standoff between the protagonists, the
MaddAddamites, and the criminals in the Paradice Dome where the Crakers were engineered.
Intercut with this is the story of Zeb, a MaddAddamite and former God's Gardener who ends up
as Toby's lover, was Ren's stepfather, and knew Crake when Crake was a boy. The origins of the
God's Gardeners cult is revealed through Zeb's back story, and through him we get deeper



insights into the ever-enigmatic mad scientist Crake.That's the plot, but like with all of Atwood's
work the plot plays second fiddle to its themes. One of those themes is the power of narrative.
This theme has been a unifying point through all three books, though how it's been perceived
and presented has varied from character to character. While the other two books in the trilogy
are fairly straightforward in terms of how they're told, this one is more complicated. In Oryx and
Crake and in The Year of the Flood the story is revealed through one or two people's viewpoints,
and those viewpoints are static inasmuch that we know it's Jimmy or Toby or Ren thinking these
thoughts, having these memories, experiencing this or that thing. MaddAddam confuses things:
Toby is the protagonist, for the most part, but what we, the readers, actually get is a mix of Toby's
thoughts, Toby's experiences, Toby's retellings of other people's stories and, eventually, other
people retelling Toby's story. What we find out about Zeb's history is both in and not in his voice--
the stories start from Toby's perspective as the pair lay together in the dark, and eventually Zeb's
voice appears to take over. Occasionally the stride of his voice is broken when Toby interrupts.
Then, Toby takes his stories and translates them into myth and legend for the Crakers. Toby
herself becomes both the teller of tales to the Crakers and a tale to be told by the Crakers by the
end of the book. While Jeanette Winterson in Weight dealt with how we use narrative to
construct ourselves Atwood here is highlighting the power of shared narratives to construct a
community. It's a theme that richly permeates the book, start to finish, in both subtle and obvious
ways. It's a theme that builds on pieces from the other two books. It's masterfully done,
especially given that there is so much potential for an approach to narrative this way to be
confusing but the book remains clear throughout.So, that's one theme I saw coming long before
I cracked open the book. Way back in Oryx and Crake I picked up on the idea that Atwood was
writing these books to show us how redemptive and damning narrative can be, that we can
change our trajectories by changing the kinds of stories we tell ourselves. That's what
speculative fiction is all about. But there was something else which crystallized in MaddAddam a
theme, or rather an open question, which I did not see coming. Maybe I'm the only one who
didn't, I don't know. The question is this: what is it that makes us worth saving? This questions
starts about humanhood--what makes us human? Are the Crakers, with their genetic
modifications and guileless, deeply innocent frame to the world, are they human? What does it
mean if they aren't? What does it mean if they are? While these questions have been lurking
along the outskirts of the text in both Oryx and Crake and The Year of the Flood they come to the
forefront when Toby and Ren bring a very sick Jimmy to the MaddAddamite compound and the
Crakers insist on following. The MaddAddamites propose scientific delineations: are the Crakers
capable of abstract thought, can they produce viable offspring with a normal human, etc.The
question of humanhood turns into a question of personhood over the course of the book. The
Pigoons, huge pigs engineered to grow replacement organs for the human elite including human
neocortex brain tissue, end up in an alliance with the MaddAddamites. The Pigoons have been
around since the very start of the series--Jimmy's father used to work on them in one of the
science Corps--and hints have been dropped along the way that they have developed sentience.



But, still, the moment where one of the young Crakers literally communicates with a Pigoon and
serves as a translator between the Pigoons and the MaddAddamites is a moment of profound
strangeness not least because it shakes what we construct as personhood at its foundations.
And in that moment, we gain great insight into Crake's plan, his vision, his reasons for spreading
a swift and deadly plague across the world. If the natural world demands we adapt or die, then
the only way destructive humanity as it exists to adapt is to die, for us to replace ourselves with
more harmonious creatures, for us to make space for something to be a person besides
ourselves. The moment this happens is wrapped up in a swiftly moving plot, with little textual
time to chew over it or ponder it. I wanted the book to slow down a second, to unpack it, but it
pushed on ahead.I rate this book 4 stars because it's close to perfect but not quite. A side plot of
the book, the search for Adam One of the God's Gardeners cult, fizzles and dies without the
emotional resonance it needed. I could have done without some of Toby's repetitive insecurities
about her relationship with Zeb--while realistic I feel they defanged her character somewhat,
which was a pity since she's such a tough, strong, fallible and emotionally truthful character.
And, as I said, the pacing of the plot sometimes ran roughshod over the thematic developments.
In spite of all that, MaddAddam is a wonderful and rich book in its own right, peculiar and heavy,
and a masterful end to a trilogy. In terms of its ability to deepen and provide closure to a very
good series of books it reminds me of Pullman's The Amber Spyglass*.*If you haven't read
Pullman's His Dark Materials trilogy you really, really should.”

Jordan Michel, “beautiful conclusion to a wonderful speculative fiction trilogy. First, let me say
that if you haven't read 
  
Oryx and Crake

  
  
     and 
  
The Year of the Flood



  
  
, you should start there. Both are excellent books, and there's no reason to try to skip straight
to this one. You can read those two in either order, but this one really should come last. 
  
Oryx and Crake

  
  
was published first, but, if you're turned off by the idea of a really bleak dystopian fiction,
consider starting with 
  
The Year of the Flood

  
  
to ease yourself in.I'm not sure anyone who has read the first two books needs much more
motivation to read MadAddam, but I'll say a bit more just in case. MadAddam picks up right
where Year of the Flood left off (minutes after where Oryx and Crake left off) and follows the
story of the survivors as they begin to rebuild. However, like the first two books, much of the
story take place in the past. Atwood devotes the majority of the novel's pages to the back story
of one of the survivors we met in Year of the Flood. Having heard that this book tells the story of
what happens after the first two books, I must admit that I was a bit disappointed to have Atwood



spend so much time in the past. But, as I read, I realized that the way she ties the story of the
past into the story of the future is what makes this novel so brilliant. As much as I'd love to
elaborate, I think it's better to let readers experience that development at their pace. Just know, if
you're wondering why she's spending so much time in the past, that she has a plan.This third
book is definitely more similar in tone to Year of the Flood than it is to Oryx and Crake. Although
some of it is dark, it's suffused with humor. And, the story of a group of survivors attempting to
rebuild is hopeful.I should warn that the role of the pigoons in this one was a bit too much for me
and almost caused me to round down to four stars. I don't want to say more about it than that. It's
just that, as much as I loved everything else in this book (and the two before it), I couldn't help
rolling my eyes at the pigoons in this one.”

Georgiana89, “A wonderful blending of the dystopian and the literary - but doesn't add much to
its predecessors. I'm a big fan of Margaret Atwood. he quality of her prose, her characters, and
her imagination is such that she writes some of the few realistic, contemporary tales that I'm
happy to read, but I think she's at her best when she's writing full-blown science-fiction with a
literary edge. While the Handmaid's Tale is probably the best known example of this, I actually
prefer Oryx and Crake and its sequel, the Year of the Floor. The series presents one of the most
intriguing and well-developed futuristic dystopias I've ever come across, combined with an
interesting plot set both before and after the plague deliberately designed to wipe out humanity
and replace it with a race of genetically modified perfect beings.Oryx and Crake dealt with the
upper-echelons of society and the scientific genius who created the plague and the new
humans, while Year of the Flood told the interlocking story of the underclass and the God's
Gardeners environmentalist cult. The two books worked well together to fill in each other's
blanks, give various different perspectives on the world and the plot, and create a fully rounded
universe. I was therefore unsure what else this third book could add.As with the earlier books,
MaddAddam presents both a linear narrative of life after the "Waterless Flood" for the handful of
survivors, and flashbacks to life in the pre-plague world of genetic engineering, stark class
divides and armed corporations.The "modern-day" sections focus on Toby, who is holed up with
a combination of God's Gardeners, former MaddAddam affiliates, a (mostly unconscious) Jimmy
from the first book, and a large group of Crakers, the new humans, to whom she tells selective
stories of the past as a sort of creation myth. The focus is on the story-telling sessions, on the
group defending themselves against Painballers and the world's strange man-made animals,
(though there is very little action), and on Toby's relationship with Zeb. The storytelling concept
and the development of the Crakers was interesting, but otherwise, these sections, while
redeemed by Atwood's writing skills and characterisation, were ultimately quite dull.The
storytelling sessions and Toby's diary, which ultimately become a sort of Bible, are well done,
playing with ideas of folklore, origin stories and the development of a shared culture. Though this
premise was intriguing, I ultimately felt it was a little laboured and overdone. Constant Craker
interruptions and misunderstandings of Toby's stories became trying when I just wanted to



immerse myself in the tale, and the sections told by the Crakers felt a little twee. Cloud Atlas did
a similar thing much more succinctly and subtly, by showing how one character's police
interview became a religious text in the future. Still, I'm a firm believer that there shouldn't be a
solid divide between literary and genre fiction, so it's refreshing to see such complex ideas being
explored in this sort of story.The best parts of the book were the flashbacks. The dystopian world
is so well developed that it's fascinating to spend time there. That said, I didn't feel that these
sections, focussed on Zeb and Adam One this time, added much to what readers have seen in
earlier books. Zeb has lots of adventures, but doesn't really seem to do much. And while it's
heavily implied that Adam is heavily embroiled in various plots, I was no clearer on his actual role
in events by the end.In essence, I don't think this book needed to be written in order to make this
a complete series, and I don't think it's as good as its predecessors. That said, the writing, the
imagination on display and the fascinating world still make it a pleasure to read, and I raced
through it, complex ideas about storytelling and exciting tales of fights with mutant bears alike.
I'd definitely recommend to fans of the author and the series, and if you haven't read the earlier
books yet, do so now. If you have, a quick re-read may be in order - at times I struggled to
remember the details of earlier plots and it would be interesting to see how they all merge
together.”

Sue F, “A fitting end to the trilogy. I waited in anticipation to read this final part of Margaret
Atwood's trilogy and a bit scared in case it didn't provide me with the resolution I needed after
reading the first two books. The start of the book is a bit slow, it takes its time to move from a
long precis of what happened in the first two books and it was half-way through before I started
to pick up new things, which I thought would be too frustrating. In the end though, the resolution
of the book gave me what I had been wanting and it morphed almost into Gabriel Garcia
Marquez's 'One Hundred Years of Solitude', by putting this short history into a greater time
perspective. It gave me a lot of food for thought and I found myself reflecting on the book for
some afterwards.A good book and fitting end to the story...... but I still want more of this story-
line.  Very seductive writing by a great novelist.”

Ms Louise Wilford, “Generally excellent but a few minor gripes. I agree with most of what the
positive reviewers of this third instalment in Atwood's 'flood' trilogy have said on this site, but I
also agree with some of the less positive reviews in that I too felt this was the least satisfying of
the three stories.I did think the narrative style was interesting: the re-telling of stories in different
genres, with the naive and simplified myths for the Crakers forming an interesting contrast to the
more cynical, realistic first person narratives. Unlike several reviews I've read in newspapers, I
thought the Crakers were fascinating, and I also found Zeb's story gripping once I got into it. I
wanted to get inside Amanda's and Ren's heads more, however.What I found unsatisfying was
the sudden change to a distanced retrospective narrative to tell the climactic part of the story.
Without giving away the actual plot, I found the method of telling this tense and dramatic part of



the story rendered it much less tense and dramatic. The first two novels in the trilogy are
imbued with an apocalyptic sense of intensely-conveyed dread - you just feel that something
even more appalling is going to happen all the time. The painballers are a constant unseen
threat in this novel but somehow the episode that deals with them seemed oddly disconnected
and under-compelling, as if Atwood herself couldn't stand any more tension and wanted to step
back from the immediacy of the action. In one way, this was a relief as I could barely stand
reading about any more terrible things happening to this group of people I had grown to feel as if
I knew, but it also felt vaguely like a cop-out.My other slight gripe was the pregnancies which
appeared to be the result of an innocent gang-rape by the Crakers, as far as I could tell - a
disturbing and weirdly under-discussed event. Did this occur in Book Two? Like other reviewers,
I felt I should have re-read the earlier books before embarking on Book Three as I had clearly
forgotten the details of the story. More detailed knowledge of the earlier story would have helped
flesh out my reading experience while reading Book Three. So I advise would-be readers to re-
read Books One and Two.Overall, I enjoyed this novel. It was very well-written as always,
Margaret Atwood being reliable as a writer of great skill. I also recommend reading the hard-
copy novels rather than an ebook version as it somehow felt less real to me reading it from my
kindle.”

The book by Margaret Atwood has a rating of 5 out of 4.5. 2,128 people have provided
feedback.
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